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All Mighty Green’s DEEP PURPLE is the rockin’ degreasing 

agent that rips through all grease and grime, throwing you 

right back to the feel and the strength of the classics! It 

works just as hard as you do and finishes the job with 

effortless cleanup, leaving nothing between you and the 

weekend. It’s time to Rock ‘n’ Roll— Let DEEP PURPLE 

take control!

NO SCRUB
SPRAY IT ON,
WIPE OR WASH

• Fast acting

• Rips through gunk

• Radical blasting power

“AMG helped us gain a 10% savings to 
our bottom line”  
- Stan R., Republic Services

“AMG cleans the stubborn residue in our 
rocket launchers to our satisfaction.”  
- Larry C., Arnold Airforce Base 

“AMG is the best product I’ve seen in 37 
years!”  

-Ed P., CEMEX  

*Before using this product, please refer 
to warnings printed on our Safety Data 
Sheet and Hazardous GHS compliant 
label on the product. 
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